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mass effect 2 is often held up as one of the real gold
standard games of the last 15 years as you build a crack
squad of specialists ocean s eleven style to pull off a high
stakes mission against impossible odds golfing has never
been more relaxing or stress inducing than in golf with
your friends this casual golfing title might seem like an
enjoyable co op experience for a group of friends to
partake in but beneath this seemingly tranquil surface is a
turbulent and infuriating game that will break friendships
instead of clubs easing a golf ball into a hole becomes a
practice in impossibility thanks to convoluted courses
from water falls to ghosts to black holes an array of jaw
dropping obstacles stand in the way of making par is it
annoying to sink every swing on a single hole yes is it
easy to get lost in the dazzle of new courses most
certainly is it an immense amount of fun to play always
lucasart s monkey island series is something of a rite of
passage for those who spent an offensive amount of time
sat in front of a windows 95 computer the point and click
puzzle and adventure series followed the trials and
tribulations of guybrush threepwood as he swashbuckled
and smartmouthed his way across a fictionalised pirate
era caribbean bequeathed a dilapidated farm by your
grandfather you ditch your unfulfilling office job for a new
life in the fresh air of the countryside and its direction is
entirely up to you will you spend your days befriending
the locals perhaps even finding a husband or wife
building up a lucrative agricultural business exploring the
gloomy caverns in search of treasure or and this is the
most likely some kind of combination of all of the above
while stardew valley s cutesy graphics and music hint at a
lightweight and relaxing experience there s so much here
to do and discover that you may find yourself swiftly and
hopelessly addicted to its homely charms
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